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Climate Hardball … getting worse 
   Since 2017, Neil and David 
focused on reducing fire risk 
on the ranch and preparing 
for fire defense. For risk 
reduction, grazing goats 
aggressively reduce ladder 
fuels (low brush and limbs 
that allow fires to climb into 
bigger trees). Neil and David 
limb trees and remove bush-
type landscaping near the houses. Pros down the large trees. 
Matt the tree man downed a large, dead fir and good neighbor 
Jim milled it for lumber. PG&E (electric company) downs 
those near power lines (and removes them under protest). In 
2020, Neil and David started watching auctions for fire hoses, 
nozzles and equipment and had acquired 100’s of feet of hoses 
with nozzles by the time actual fire came. They guys also 
tested the 3,500-gallon storage tanks on the hill and outfitted 
the plumbing to accommodate two fire hose connections. The 
water tanks are at least 200’ higher than the house in elevation 
and generate almost 100 PSI water pressure. Since it only 
takes about 15 minutes to drain 3500 gallons through two fire 
hoses, David located an additional 12,000-gallon, steel tank for 
fire and livestock water (still needs positioned and plumbed). 
  Ranch buildings survived, but the fire destroyed power, 
phone and water utilities.  Phone is still out and destruction of 
the water supply aqueduct is a serious blow that has yet to be 
resolved. If you haven’t already, you can read about that 
devastating water loss or contribute to reconstruction at: 
https://givebutter.com/BerryCreekWaterUsers. 
    
 

Critter World! 
Berry Creek, CA 95916 

It’s (almost) all about 
the goats … and Lucy 
 
    Neil and David probably 
would not have predicted that 
they’d become goatherds in 
retirement.  But what started as two does and a wether (neutered 
male) exploded to 30 goats by September, 2020, thanks to 
Bucko and the four additional does announced in the 2018 
“Holiday Courier”.   
   The primary purpose for more goats was fire reduction, and 
that paid off in 2020.  But in addition to eating all the brush 
they can reach, the goats are fun and funny.  Their kids are 
wonderful little creatures and bring lots of joy.   
   It is true that a goat herd makes it nearly impossible to leave 
the ranch, but in 2020 (locked down), that wasn’t an issue.  
   Bucko fathered nine kids in 2019 and twelve kids in 2020.  By 
then, the ranch goat-carrying-capacity was maxed out, so Bucko 
was sold in the fall of 2019.  Friend Armen, after ranch-sitting 
during an especially fecund period, removed the ‘B’ from 
Bucko’s name and replaced it with a different letter ... It was 
sad to part with the very stinky, mostly gentle, prolific Bucko.  
Even sadder after the fire and water loss in September, there 
wasn’t enough food for 30 goats, so 13 were sold.  
     If you haven’t had a chance to be amused by our goat kid 
videos, take a moment to watch them on these YouTube 
playlists:  https://tinyurl.com/ydb9uf37 and 
https://tinyurl.com/y7w2fe99. 
    Lucy arrived in 2019.  She thinks she’s a goat.  She’s really a 
miniature Jersey heifer.  Heifers need to calve to be called cows 
and to give milk.  Lucy did not conceive with a real bull, so she 
was mated with Pancho via artificial insemination (AI).  Should 
know by 12/29 if that worked, and if it did, expecting 

8/22/2021, if all goes well.  The 
little guy in the picture above, 
Cracker, is Lucy’s pal.  He used to 
play on top of her when he was 
little.  A must-see: 
https://youtu.be/Ne9WDUjZt1E.  
   Side benefit from finding Lucy is 
that Neil and David found two more 
kindred spirits:  Kim and Leo, 
owners of Lucy’s mom.  Neil and 
David think they are busy, but don’t 
hold a candle to all Kim and Leo 
do!  Just too bad they are 2.5 hours 

away in Shasta County. 
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Special Anniversaries  
… Sixty Years, Congratulations!  

  Wine, Cheese and Whole Foods 
   In 2018, you read friend Chris gave Neil and David his grape crop. That 2018 
vintage was bottled in 2019. With David’s mom’s help and equipment borrowed 
from Chris, a 60-gallon barrel of wine was bottled in 3 hours. 
It’s aging nicely (what’s left of it). Chris offered his grapes 
again in 2019. Neil didn’t pick (bad back) but tree-man Matt 
and Mike C. helped in exchange for future wine. That 2019 
barrel is ready to bottle! In 2020, Chris moved and sold his 
crusher, bottle filler, bottle capper and two more barrels to the 
guys, so when Neil’s friend Mary Ellen offered their crop of 

zinfandel grapes, Neil and David were 
able to pick and crush on-site. Thanks 
Garrahys! Mary Ellen worries a 2020 Zin 
will cursed, but so far, it shows promise. Friend Valerie also 
offered grapes (Marechal Foch, muscat and zinfandel varieties) 
so there will more port and a new blended wine in the 2020.  
   David does all the milking and cheesemaking. In 2019, he 

milked sheep for the first time to help Jess get some time away. That right there is 
some difficult milking! These days, Daisy produces a quart of milk each morning. 
When two gallons accumulate, David makes cheese. David has been successful 
making cheddar cheese, chèvre, feta, and ricotta.  Jess was a good mentor! 

   

New and Improved at the Ranch … exceeded all expectations 

  2020’s big deal: creation of a 55’ x 100’ garden!  The guys fenced a section of the pasture previously used by goats and turkeys.  
Soil and location are excellent and made gardening easier and better.  Productivity was startling.  Division of labor is as follows: 
Neil hauls the compost and tills with the tractor, David makes the rows with a rake and planted (except melons which are Neil’s 
domain).  David puts paper and rice straw down between rows for weed control and moisture preservation.  Neil is waterboy and 
used gravity from the aqueduct above the house to move water through a large, sand filter and then into drip tape. Worked really 
well until the fire stopped the water. David harvests the bounty (except melons). Gladiolus were a stunning garden perimeter.  Cars 
sometimes stopped along the road to admire them. The guys abundantly shared a lot of flowers, melons and produce in 2020! 

   Both houses also received indoor TLC.  After a wonderful couple, Vince and Sandra, moved from the small house, Neil and 
David finally removed and replaced the carpet with hardwood floors (hickory planks).  David’s brother-in-law, Freck, helped saw 
and install the new baseboards.  In the big house, after years of good intentions to make curtains to replace the aged, floral drapes 
in the great room (hanging probably since 1993), the guys gave up and bought honeycomb blinds. Neil also tackled the chandelier 
in the great room and replaced it with remote-controlled, LED track lights.  There are no other interior modifications planned.      
    Two Tesla Powerwall batteries came to the ranch in 2020.  California had an incentive for homes in Public Safety Power 
Shutoff (PSPS) zones that rely on a well for water.  With the batteries, the utility company benefits by getting solar power during 
peak periods while the battery supplies the well and associated structure.  Homeowners benefit by having access to water in their 
well when the utility companies turn power off for days at a time to reduce fire risk from windy, dry conditions. PSPS events are 
dreaded things in CA for two reasons: 1) it means destructive fires are likely and 2) it means running on generator(s) for days. 
   The pictures above, summer 2020, preceded the fire. Yes, retro haircuts (or lack of) have been part of 2020, too. 
   Most things quickly declined from lack of water after the fire. (Note: Property insurance is now almost impossible to get and 
when it is available, the monthly cost is similar to a mortgage.  Some coverages are just not available at any price). 

Randolph & Dorothy Meyer 

Dennis Lauderdale & LeRoy Dewitt 

Feta rounds drying 
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W O R K - A -D A Y  
   Both Neil and David retired in May, 2019. Neil worked at 
Butte County Office of Education (BCOE) in Oroville for 
18 years.  David worked at Butte County Air Quality 
Management District (BCAQMD) in Chico for 15 years. 
   One typically hears from retired people things like “How 
did I manage all this work before?” or “I seem to have less 
time now.” or “It’s busier than ever!”  All three are true! 

L O S S E S  
   Neil and David lost 
two family members in 
2019, David’s uncle 
Larry (TX) and Neil’s 
aunt Gladys (MO).  
   David and Neil said goodbye to Ayla, their 
second Anatolian 
Shepherd Dog, in 
August after 11 ½  
years. Their first goat 
(“Goatie”) died shortly 
after Bucky’s difficult 

birth.  Heavy smoke for days-on-end severely impacted all 
domestic and wild animals August – October, 2020. 

MO  A N D  T X  T R I P S  
   Right after retirement, Neil 
and David found farm-sitters 
and took short trips to TX in 
May and to MO in June.   
   In Texas, the guys got to eat 
a lot of REAL Bar-B-Q, play 
many games of 42 and 84, to 
celebrate with family, and 

hang out with 
Kristin and 
Steve for a 
night in Austin 
before the 
flight home. 
   In Missouri, 
Randy and 
Dorothy’s anniversary event was also a great reunion. With 
Evan and Jordan in from Nashville and Josie and Patrick in 
from Los Angeles, there were also pinochle and fishing 
competitions.  Good to have a quick lunch with Bonnie and 
afternoon with Dalane in Columbia as well. 

B R O K E N  B O N E S  
   Maggie, the Nubian goat, broke her leg in 2019, but with 
a cast and TLC, she’s well, pregnant and due in March. 
  Severe sciatic pain for Neil in 2019 revealed a broken L4 
vertebrae (surprise!) and disc issues that are now chronic.  
Surgery is considered, but for now regular care and traction 
have minimized the daily pain.   
   David fell off an orchard ladder in January 2020 in order 
to break a wrist and get out of orchard pruning for the year.  
He has some residual issues, and rural health care 
challenges made getting care very difficult – almost 
impossible (scarey) – and  ER during COVID is no fun. 

2 019  V S  20 20  … not what was expected 
   When 2019 
started, it was easy 
to feel excitement 
and anticipation.  
Neil and David 
were about to retire, 
make improvements 
to the ranch and to 
share bounty and 
beauty more often 
with family and 
friends, in person.  
All that did happen 
in 2019. 
   Then 2020 put a 
hold on some of that 
and replaced it with 
unexpected 
difficulty and set-
back. 
   Nevertheless, the 
ranch and animals 
are a constant 
source of surprise, 
satisfaction and 
hard work.  Neil 
and David are fortunate to have survived the most recent fire, 
and don’t have to daily mask up and leave home.  
   David and Neil are still committed to growing as much of their 
own food as they can. That will continue to provide satisfaction 
that comes with a certain amount of food self-reliance, as well as 
a basis for bounty and beauty to be shared in-person and in 
stories on their ranch website (https://twobucksranch.com) in the 
years ahead.  
   Ranch life takes water, land, healthy bodies capable of hard 
work, a strong, functional family and social network and good 
fortune.  2019 had all that in-place.  2020 ends with some things 
gone wobbly.  However, the dream hasn’t succumbed to ill-
health, plague or disaster.  Hope, determination and possibilities 
are still alive.  The network of friends and family is there giving 
and helping to make sure the dream has a future.  THAT is the 
most gratifying and humbling story and gift of 2020.   

C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T S  
2021  

BERRY CREEK, CALIFORNIA 
Springtime: Aqueduct Restoration 

March: Maggie and GG due 

August: Lucy due 

2022 

BERRY CREEK, CALIFORNIA 
Perhaps we’ll at last be ready for a big party! 

 

2019 Thanksgiving table ready for Jim, 
Donna and Kari from Grass Valley, Mike 
and Jim, Brenda and Holly, Neil and David 
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 Social Life at the Ranch 

 

David Lusk and Neil Meyer 
8626 Oroville Quincy Hwy  
Berry Creek, CA 95916 
 
  

  2019 B.C. (Before Covid) Highlights: August: Heather and Alan from Chico, Wesley and Teri from TX; September: David’s mom, 
Charlene, and his aunt Gladys; Christmas: David’s mom, his sister Diana and husband Freck from TX. 
  2020 A.C. Before lockdowns, Franck came from France through the WWOOF program and spent two weeks helping at the ranch. 
Once again, the WWOOF program created international, lifelong bonds with kindred spirits. Franck is inspired to buy a farm in 
Normandy. Maybe Neil and David can help Franck on his farm some day! After Franck, lockdowns came. Sadly, a visit from Neil’s 
sister (MO), nephew (TN), niece (Los Angeles) and their partners was cancelled. When things relaxed a little, David and Neil 
sneaked some extremely COVID-conscious friends in for some much-needed social time. David G. brought fabulous cheeses from 
his dairy in Oregon. Andrew and Paul (Beverly Hills) spent several days at the ranch which included firewood-hauling, fun with 
goats and Lucy, fishing and pool time. Andrew fixed a wonderful main dish one evening, a special treat. Bob and Linda from Chico 
stopped by to visit and see the garden and goats. Mary Ellen and family came by to introduce her brother Shane and his wife, Shaleen 
– new neighbors! The guys see Brenda and Holly when one of them makes masked provisioning runs to Chico. Mike and Jim were 
over a few times with pizza for bridge or dominoes by the pool. Heather and Alan brought a HUGE Sierra Nevada care package 
(pizza and beer) right after the fire. Steve and Parvaneh (own the house where Neil and David previously lived – fire burned their 
barn the guys rehabbed) came by to decompress over drinks and dinner by the pool. Cameron and David (Sacramento) brought food 
and cake for David’s b-day. Regretfully, monthly meals with Dennis and LeRoy for fun and bridge have ceased. Mike and Jim 
moved away (CO) to free themselves of the constant fire pressure. Some neighbors burned out and moved away, too, but there have 
been opportunities to visit and work with the Bob and Janet C., Wanda B., Kristy D., Chad & Sara D., Patrick and Joselyn S., Jim D., 
Ann M. and Joe A. Special thanks to Shane, Chad, Tad, Mary, Danny, Andrew, Jess, Paul, Brenda, Becca, Heather and Alan, 
Mike and Jim for critical help making it through those first weeks after the fire and to so many others who have given to help since 
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